
Attivio and TIBCO Expand Partnership to Accelerate 
Insights for TIBCO Spotfire Customer 

TIBCO Spotfire Offerings Expand with the Attivio Data 
Catalog 

Location:  

NEWTON, Mass. 
,  
Tuesday, June 27, 2017 
Attivio, the leading cognitive search and insight platform company, today announced that it has 
expanded its strategic relationship with TIBCO Software to offer an OEM of Attivio’s data catalog 
technology. TIBCO offers the product as TIBCO Spotfire® Data Catalog.  

“TIBCO Spotfire Data Catalog is a terrific differentiator for us compared to other analytics solutions,” 
said Brad Hopper, vice president, product strategy, TIBCO. “The powerful search, unstructured 
information processing, and AI-driven data blending helps users go beyond wrangling the data they 
currently have to analyze any data that exists.” 

TIBCO Spotfire Data Catalog enables Spotfire® users to quickly and easily search across data lake 
and relational sources, automatically discovering the relationships needed to combine them. They can 
then build data views without time-consuming requests to the data owner. The system automatically 
ensures security and governance. 

“There is a massive untapped opportunity for organizations to break down data silos and drive 
analytics based on the best data available," said Stephen Baker, chief executive officer, Attivio. “By 
embedding the Attivio data catalog, TIBCO Spotfire is delivering on the promise of data 
democratization.”  

Attivio was cited in The Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Insight Platform Suites, Q4 2016, which stated, 
“TIBCO's OEM of Attivio® provides excellent data lake, governance, and search tools.” 

About Attivio 
Attivio is the leading cognitive search & insight platform company. Our mission is to help our Fortune 
500 clients fuel their every decision and action with cognitive insight. Our solutions power innovation, 
drive operational efficiencies, and transform business outcomes at scale and feature industry-leading 
capabilities including natural language processing, machine learning, analytics, and knowledge 
graphing capabilities. Visit attivio.com. 
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